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SUMMARY

Success in organizational transformation
is very low.
Based on 3 independent studies dating from 2015 to
2019, organizations on average are only reporting a
success rate of 10-30% on large transformation
projects.

26%
of large transformation
projects
are deemed by leadership to be
successful

10%
of respondents
report generated results from
enterprise-level strategies

Why do upwards of 70% of transformation projects fail? In this paper, we will provide actionable
suggestions on how organizations can stack the deck in terms of success with transformation while
spending far less money and time than they may habitually spend today with traditional consulting in
seeking these results (unsuccessfully).

Source(s):
McKinsey , How to
ALM Intelligence ,

Beat the Transformation Odds, 2015.
Insights on the Profession - How the Consulting Process is Mastering Increased

Complexity, 2016.

CGI Client Global Insights ,

Digital Transformation Report, 2019.
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WHY IS SUCCESS SO
RARE?
While researchers, analysts, consulting firms and their clients may
not agree on the ‘why’, most agree that success in organizational
transformation is low.

Consulting firms write about success factors that put the onus
squarely on organizational leadership, as in a McKinsey study from
2015:

“After years of McKinsey research on organizational transformations,
the results from our latest McKinsey Global Survey on the topic

26%
of last year's
earnings
came from all our loyal
and new clients.

confirm a long-standing trend: few executives say their companies’
transformations succeed. Today, just 26 percent of respondents say
the transformations they’re most familiar with have been very or
completely successful at both improving performance and equipping
the organization to sustain improvements over time.

“The results suggest that some transformation practices correlate
much more closely than others with success. These practices
include communicating effectively, leading actively, empowering
employees, and creating an environment of continuous improvement
so organizations can keep their performance from stagnating (or
even regressing) once a transformation’s goals are met.”

On the client side, satisfaction with

consulting projects is low .

the results of traditional

To quote an ALM Consulting study from

2016, for example:

“We are now observing a number of challenges to the traditional
consulting model. In terms of outcomes, there is a disconnect

30%
of our investments
have tripled in the past
five years of our
growing business.

between, consulting firms and clients reporting over 95 percent
of the outputs of a consulting engagement meet their expectations
on the one hand, while on the other hand, most independent
research indicates that only 30 percent of initiatives actually deliver
the intended results, a statistic that
remains flat.”
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CONSULTING FATIGUE

It seems that results, year after year, continue to disappoint.
“Getting unstuck: Traction for Transformation” (a report on the 2019
CGI Client Global Insights, more specifically focused on digital
transformation), reported similar themes:

Industry experts have been talking about digital transformation for
years, but stories about true, enterprise-level results are rare. For
the fifth year in a row, client executives from both the business and

10%
of last year's
earnings
came from all our loyal
and new clients.

IT organizations rank “becoming digital to meet customer
expectations” as their top trend and business priority. While 96% of
client executives report they have a digital strategy in place at

only 10% report that they are generating results from
enterprise-level strategies .
some level,

Do transformation initiatives fail because the traditional consulting
firms don’t know what they’re doing, provide bad strategic
guidance, have all the wrong answers? Probably not. These firms are
full of brilliant people with deep experience and genuine expertise.

Do transformation initiatives fail because client leaders routinely
drop the ball because they don’t know that communication,
leadership, empowerment and continuous improvement are
important?

Probably not. Most leaders in large organizations are

smart, experienced, and well-accomplished.

SOLVE FOR

X

have tripled in the past
five years of our
growing business.

In fact, all three reports point to the same root cause: namely, “the
human elements of transformation.” The human elements are elusive
because there’s an

x-factor at work :

complexity.
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TRANSFORMATION NEEDS
ITS OWN APPROACH
Most transformation initiatives are set on the path to disappointing results from the
outset.

The initial discovery phase for a major initiative is an opportunity to get to work on the
human elements, yet most times the approach taken to doing discovery is the wrong
approach and fails to address these elements.

Later, as solutions and action plans are being developed and considered, there’s
another opportunity to address the human elements, and again there’s a miss due to
approach.

That’s because traditional models put task forces or management consultants at the
center of the initiative (the “hub”) and everyone else on the periphery (the “spokes”).
Discovery is done through interviews. Solutions are developed at the hub and action
plans are written away from most people’s line of sight. Human dynamics are deferred
to a later change management phase, once a solution is in hand.

This is patently the wrong approach to dealing with complex human dynamics.
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WHY HUB & SPOKE CAN
CONTRIBUTE TO FAILURE
Large, complex challenges defy experts working on their own or in small groups and
are best solved by

requisite variety groups.

What does that mean? It means groups that aren’t just comprised of the right people,
but the right

mix

of people; groups that collectively hold all of the necessary

perspectives, experiences, opinions, ideas, functions, influence, stake, and so on.
Doing discovery and developing solutions and action plans, they should all involve
requisite variety.

In the traditional hub-and-spoke consulting model, a task force or a team of
consultants take their position at the hub and set up a series of interviews meant to
tap into variety from in and around the organization. Those interviews provide the hub
the information and knowledge it needs, augmented by other activities like research
and analysis, to understand the status quo, develop answers, and translate those
answers into an action plan.

The problem is that interviews don’t engage variety; interviews harvest information,
they don’t build buy-in or belief among those interviewed. Interviews may attempt to
develop an understanding of the human dynamics, but they do nothing to address
those dynamics.

Furthermore, the hub-and-spoke model is linear in nature – proceeding interview by
interview, preceded by research, followed by analysis, then solution development, then
a review step that brings decision-makers in, then refinement, more review steps, and
so on.

The result is long delays, partial solutions, weak execution, disappointment and
disillusionment. In other words,

the intended results.

a lengthy and costly exercise that doesn’t deliver
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RIGHT APPROACH FOR
TRANSFORMATION
To surmount the complexity of a transformation initiative and deal with the human
elements from the start, you need to apply

requisite variety ,

that just right mix of

people.

Unlike the hub-and-spoke model, these people need direct engagement with each
other, direct contact, direct interactions, direct conversations. The right model for that
is many-to-many.

This model can greatly accelerate discovery, solution development and planning while
at the same time aligning, energizing and mobilizing people.
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RIGHT APPROACH FOR
TRANSFORMATION

SUCCESS
starts with
requisite variety,
many-to-many connectivity,
and a collisional process
that fuels chemical reactions

A requisite variety group convened to deal with a
transformation challenge will need to spend some
time together – usually no more than 2 or 3 days – to
co-create, or more accurately co-merge the right
problem statements, solutions and plans;
incorporating what they collectively know, see,
understand, are excited about, are concerned about,
and ultimately reach consensus on.

In some measure, the solution will be created by the
group from the ‘pieces’ they assemble, but it will also
have to emerge, wholly new, from the work the group
does together: we call that co-mergence (hence the
distinction between co-creation and co-mergence).

To generate the chemical reactions that produce comergence from a requisite variety group, what’s
needed is more than plenary presentations, more than
interviews, more than throwing people around a
boardroom table, and more than a traditional
collaborative process.

What’s needed is a large number of high-quality,
high-speed, high-impact collisions. The many-to-many
model provides the right structure for a collisional
process. And whereas a good collaborative process
will result in co-creation, a good collisional process is
required for co-mergence.
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CYBERNETICS
APPROACH
Today’s transformation initiatives don’t effectively engage rich variety – and that is
their weakness. They emphasize co-creation through collaborative processes, when
they should seek co-mergence through a collisional process.

A cybernetics approach can prevent and
course-correct a transformation failure.
We partner with our clients to deliver a Syntegration which engineers alignment and
action in a remarkably short period of time. It is a collisional process based in systems
science, that addresses the requisite variety needed to address the breadth of a
successful transformation - across your entire business.

A Syntegration orchestrates thousands of high-speed, high-quality, high-impact
collisions, in about 2 days.

Our unique approach effectively deals with they key failure points to get large teams
back on track, or to prevent failure with deep alignment at launch.

See our CLIENT IMPACT to learn more about how we accelerate our clients on the path
to results.

Source(s):
McKinsey , How to
ALM Intelligence ,

Beat the Transformation Odds, 2015.
Insights on the Profession - How the Consulting Process is Mastering Increased

Complexity, 2016.

CGI Client Global Insights ,

Digital Transformation Report, 2019.
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